
Rleort los.: 50-390/83-29 and 50-391/83-20 

Licensee: Tennessee Valley Authority 
SOMA Chesthut Street 
Chattanooga9 TN 37401 

Docket Nos.: 50-390 and W0-391

License-Nos.: 

Facility Name:

CPPR-91 and CPPR-92 

Matts Bar 1 and 2

Inspection at Vatts Bar site near Spring City, Tennessee

Inspector: 

Approved

pram Branch 
ineering and Operational Program

SUHARY 

Inspection on August 15-19, 1983

Areas Inspected 

This routine, unannounced inspection involved 34 inspector-hours on site in 
the areas of licensee action on previous enforcement matters, independent 
inspection effort, IE Bulletin 79-14, licensee identified items and inspector 
followup items.  

Results 

Of the five areas inspect ;, no violations or deviations were identified.
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-REPORT DETAILS 

1. Persons Contacted 

Licensee Employees 

*6. Vadmeitz, Project Manager 
*S. Johnson, quality Manager 
*J. Bledsoe, Office of QA 
'*. Bradley, Office of Q 
0*. Iclubb, Office of QA 
*R. Niles, Project Engineer, OEDC 
*T. Hays, Supervisor, Nu.lear Licensing Unit 
R. McKay, Supervisor, IE Bulletin 79-14 Group 
-J. Kincaid, Staff Specialist, EN DES CEB 
SL. Nussingill, EN DES WB Project 

Other licensee employees contacted included construction craftsmen, techni

cians, and office personnel.  

NRC Resident Inspector 

-W. Swan, SRI, Construction 

*Attended exit interview 

2. Exit Interview 

The inspection scope and findings were smmrlzed on August 19, 1963, with 
those persons indicated in paragraph I above. The licensee acknowledged the 
inspection findings.  

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters 

(Closed) Unresolved Item, 390/83-14-06, Valve orientation on IE Bulletin 
79-14 walkdown inspection. During a previous inspection, a RII inspector 
observed that three hand operated valves were not Installed in accordance 
with the piping drawing with regards to orientation. The licensee stated 
tat EN DES did not require identification of valve orientations for hand 
operated valves. The inspector reviewed a mmorandum on this Item from 
J. C. Standifer, Manager of Vatts Bar Design Project, to G. Wadewitz, dated 
June 3, 193. This memorandm stated that: Hand operated valve stem 
orientations, where the center of gravity lies within the boundary of the 
piping, is not considered in the piping analysis. This policy lets small 
valves be oriented in any direction without analysis considerations. The 
effect on the piping analysis is considered to be insignificant since the 
moment am from the center of the pipe to the center of gravity is very 
small. All valve accelerations are maintained to low acceleration limits.  
Moment loadings that must be provided for by the piping are minimal.
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If a valve has-a center-of gravity outside of the boundary of the pipe, the 
orientation of the valve is included and the extended structure is con
sidered in the analysts. For example, if-a hand operated valve requires 
a gear box to-provide-mnual operation, then the orientation of the stem 
would be•considered in the piping anelysis.  

-The inspector reviewed QCP 4.10-9, Rev. 4, Valve Installation Inspection, 
which clarified valve operator orientation requirements. This item is 
considered resolved.  

(Closed) Unresolved Item, 391/83-13-02, Putentia Y undersized snubber.  
This -item ;involved a hanger in the containment spray system which showed a 
4design toad of 7,000 pounds. This load did not specify whether it was 

--under normal/upset condition or if it was under faulted condition. The 
Sisnubber installed in the support is Model PSA-3. The rated load for the 

-snubber -in accordance with vendor catalog (Packfic Scientific) is &.000 
poundk (less than design load). A revised load table dated April 14, 1978, 
from Bergen-Paterson to TVA indicated that load capacity for the PSA-3 
snubber was6,450 pounds under normal/upset condition, and was 11,520 pounds 
under faulted condition.  

At the time of this inspection, the licensee indicated that the 7,000-pound 
design load could be under faulted condition but was not able to confirm 
-this-statement with valid documentation. The inspector reviewed an inter
office mailing slip dated May 31, 1983, from J. G. NcCord, in the Engi
neering Design Group (EN DES), Knoxville to W. L. Smathers, EN DES, at 
Vatts Bar. This document confirmed that the 7,000 pounds on the drawing is 
a faulted load and therefore acceptable. This matter is considered 
resolved.  

(Closed) Unresolved Item, 390/83-01-01, Clarification of walkdown inspection 
criteria. During an inspection of theIE-Bulletin walkdowns in January 
1983, the Inspectors found three areas in these inspections that needed 
clarification.  

Area I The seismic plus thermal movements were different on an individual 
hanger drawing than those presented on the analysis isometric.  

The licensee's response was as follows: EN DES stated that the 
analysis isometric should be used to determine seismic and thermal 
movements. The 79-14 Engineering/Inspection personnel have been 
instructed to write discrepancies where the analysis drawing 
and the hanger drawing differs in seismic and thermal movement 
measurements.  

Area 2 It was not clear whether the hanger inspectors or the mechanical 
inspectors should, or were, inspecting the clearances for vent, 
drain or other branch lines.
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Ie licensee's resporin was as follows: Site QCP 4.56 has been 
evlsed to require tini.-Aton for clearances for all branch lines 
iut-to the first rigid rmstraint or a minimum of ten linear 
eet.

Area 3 In certain cases, if the configuration of the hanger 
the pipe clearance inspection may be questionable.

is not known,

The licensee's response was as follows: The 79-14 Hanger 
Inspection/Engineering personnel have been updated to inspect for 
this problem during hanger walkdown. This can be accomplished by 
comparing the support scheme detailed by the analysis isometric 
to the as-constructed configuration and a comparison of the 
configuration shown on the hanger drawing to the as-constructed 
configuration. The 79-14 Piping Engineering/Inspection personnel 
have been instructed to check any iquestionable" hanger members 
which are adjacent to the pipe to ensure that the member in 
question is a component of a design hanger for the pipe being 
inspected.  

This item is resolve,.  

(Closed) Unrespoled ttems, .90/79-09-02-, 311/79-07-02, Def.nition and 
requiremeris foiF Control ýof cold sprtin given-In Specif 1,o&ties appear inadequate. The inspector reuvied the follolngdocuents c!ncerning this 
i tem: 

- Memorandum to J. E. Wtlkin$ free J. C. Stan-difer dated May 18, 1982, 
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant 'SarpIing Drogram to lotetaine Preload to 
Equipment Nozzles '

- Letter to Region II fro1 I J. K. GIlleland dated Aprb 11, 
Response to Infrac4ion and Unresolved Item in-Inspection 
Nos. 50-390/79-D9_ and 50-391,--9407.

Rep79r Report

- Memorandum to J. -E. W1ikins irom R. W.-Cantrell 4tyi April 7,1981, 
Watts Bar NuclearPlant - Sequenctngrof Piping Installa•ion and 
Location Tolerances in 00-al-aConstructtion ,ptcif'cation G-43,

Memorandum to J. E. Gt-Ikins from R. WO Cantre 
Watts Bar Nuclkar Plant - SamplVg Program to 
Conditions at Equipment Nozzles - Contai1nmiet 
1-6B.

I dated .lily 24, 1981, 
Oeterm V1L Pr& load 
SpIyA Pumps lA-A and

The RI! inspector that-openeu this ,inresolved item, qjestioia'd ne d47ini
tion and possible allowance 0f-cold springing-in Construction :pecifl.ation 
G-43, Support and Instal dtion Of. PipingSystemsln Category I Structures, 
and Process Specificatiqn 4.M.2.1, Specification for Bending or Alignment 
of Ppe and Tubing, a part 0-f16-29M, Process Specitfcatlons For Welding, 
Heat Treatment, Nondestructive Exacination, and Allied Field Fabricpt'on 
Operations.
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The licensee's response stated that it has never been the intent of these 
two specifications to allow cold springing. Specification 4.N.2.1 was 
c clarified to ensure that it would not be interpreted as permitting cold 
springing.  

Th- inspector-had a-meeting with . Kincaid, Staff Specialist, EN DES CEB, 
- on August 17, 1983, to discuss a sampling program that had been performed 

to determine preload at equipment nozzles. This preload would be a measure 
fý fitup (possible cold springing), bending, and welding. A total of 14 

flanges were unbolted in four different systems in Unit 1. The licensee 
stated that the test results did not identify any problems which could be 
attributed to poor construction practices and there were no signs that the 
intent of General Construction Specification 6-43 was violated. This matter 
is considered resolved.  

(Closed) Violation, 390/83-14-02, Failure to follow procedure for hanger 
weld inspection. This violation dealt with the fact that two previously 
inspected pipe support drawings called for welding all around for a particu
l ar joint, and during the reinspection it was found that welding had been 
performed on only three sides.  

TVA's letter of response dated July 5, 1983, has been reviewed and deter
mined to be acceptable by Region I1. The inspector held discussions with 
R.McKay, Supervisor, IE Bulletin 79-14 Group, and examined the corrective 
actions as stated in the letter of response. The inspector concluded that 
TVA had determined the full extent of the subject noncompliance, performed 
the necessary survey and follow-up actions to correct the present eonditions 
and developed the necessary corrective actions to preclude recurrence of 
similar circumstances. The corrective-action identified in the letter of 
response have been implemented.  

During this inspection, two Isometrics wern walked-down with hanger 
Inspectors from the IE Bulletin 79-14 Group A total of 19 hangers were 
reinspected. These hangers are tabulated ir paragraph 6. The inspector 
noted that the welds were as noted on the drawing or any discrepancies 
identified. This item is considered closed.  

4. Unresolved Items 

-Unresolved items were not identified during thts inspection.  

5. Independent Inspection Effort - Unit 2 (92706) 

The inspector observed the in-progress feedwater modification of the Model 
D-3 steam generators on Unit 2 at Watts Bar. The steam generators will 
be modified for Unit 1 after a cooldown from the current hot functional 
testing. This modification should start about the second week in September.  
The inspector observed the weldiag of a root pass for the manifold to 
support sleeve (Loop 2), the boring of a relief area (Loop 3) and the 
torquing of bolts (Loop 4).  

Within the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.



6. IE Bulletin 79-14 - Seismic Analysis for As-Bit Safety-RelatedPiping 
Systems - Unit 1 (25529) 

The Watts Bar IE Bulletin 79-14 Group is currently performing walkdown 
inspections on the safety-related piping and supports. There are 290 
inspection packages that must be walked down. At the time of this 
inspectiOn, 238 of the inspections had been walked down. The anticipated 
completion date for this program is approximately January 16, 1984, and 
involvesthe evaluation of any as-built discrepancies by engineering design 
plus the completion of any modifications.  

Phase II of the IEB 79-14 program involves a sampling inspection of the 
total and will be performed by an organization outside of TVA. The 
Phase II inspection is being performed by Teledyne Engineering with 
the results being evaluated by TVA EN DES. This inspection will start 
August 22, 1983, and will end approximately Septeuber 7, 1983.  

The inspector selected two isometrics (inspection packages) and a total of 
19 hangers for reinspection by the IEB 79-14 Group. The isometrics and 
hangers are as follows: 

S- Isometric 47W427-200, Rev. 5 - Auxiliary Feedwater System

Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger

038-1 
038-1 
03B-1 
03B-1 
038-1 
038-1 
038-1 
038-1 
038-1 
03B-1

AFW-R36 
AfW-V37 
AFW-R38 
AFW-R39 
AFW-V40 
AFW-R42 
AFW-R43 
AFW-R44 
AFW-R45 
AFW-R200

- Isometric 47W406-406-203, Rev. 9 - Chemical and Volume Control System

62-ICVC-R20 
62-1CVC-R21 
62-1CVC-R22 
62-ICVC-R15 
62-1CVC-R14 
62-1CVC-R24 
62-ICVC-R2 
62-ICVC-R13 
62-.Cv R12

Within the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.

Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger 
Hanger
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Licensee Identified Item - Unit 2 (92700) 

(Closed) LII, WR0-391/82-98, Safety injection system pipe supports 
welded to liner plates. A final report was submitted by TVA for noncon
formance report number UBN SlIP 825 on January 13, 1983. The report stated 
that during normal design review of the safety tWection system (SIS) piping 
forUnit 1, a deficiency was noted on pipe supports located in the residual 
heat removal (RHR) system sump valve rooms. These supports were attached 
to the RIR stop valve room by welds to a 1/4-inch steel liner plate in the 
room. As designed, these supports could have transmitted loads of up to 
approximately 150 kips into the liner plate. The liner plate, however, 
cannot withstand significant bending or tension loads.

The deficient Bergen-Patterson drawings were voided and new 
were completed under Engineering Change Notice (ECN) 3266.  
were modified for Unit I and the same number for Unit 2. T1 
visually inspected the following hangers to determine if tih 
fabricated to the revised drawings:

support drawings 
Eight hangers
ie inspector 

my had been

-247M32-1-8 
-2-47M32-1-9 
-247A432-1-19 

This item is considered closed for Unit2and had been closed in a previous 

inspection for Unit 1.  

Within the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.  

8. Inspectir Followup Items 

(Closed) Inspector Followup Item, 390/83-14-07, Verification of thermal 
well installation on feedwater piping. This item involved the finding of a 
thermal well at node point 18C installed in the horizontal direction while 
the mechanical piping drawing showed the thermal well should have been 
installed in a vertical direction. The inspector reviewed the Discrepancy 
Evaluation/Resolution Report for this item, No. IR03-47W401-210/10P. This 
report states that drawing No. 470401-210 will be revised and that the 
analysis of this piping is not affected.  

(Closed) Inspector Followup Item, 390/82-10-01, Reinspection of hangers 
in spent fuel pool system. During a previous inspection, it was found 
that the piping in an area of the spent fuel pool had experienced 
vibration during testing. This vibration was within the tolerances of 
WB-C-DC-40-31.6, *Displacement Criteria for Vibration Qualification of 
Piping." During this current inspection, the results of the IE Bulletin 
79-14 walkdown inspection was reviewed and it was noted that no apparent 
damage had occurred to any of the supports as a result of the piping 
vibrations. In addition, the inspector visually inspected the following 
four hangers for any damage: 

-78-1FPC-V41 
-78-1FPC-R42
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-78 IFFC-R43 
-38-IFPC-67 

NO damage was noted.  

Wlithin the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.


